Freedom of Information Act
Procedural Requirements
Who may make a FOIA Request?

- Generally, “any person” – regardless of citizenship.

- Includes individuals, corporations, associations, state and local governments, etc.
Who may make a FOIA Request?

The Exceptions

- Fugitives from justice, if the requested records relate to the requester’s fugitive status.

- Foreign governments requesting information from intelligence agencies.
Records Subject to the FOIA

Agency Records

Two-part test:

1. Created or obtained by agency, 
   **AND**

2. Under agency control when request received.
Factors that Indicate “Control”:

- Intent of document’s creator,

- Agency’s ability to use document,

- Extent agency personnel have read/relied on document, and

- Degree to which document has been integrated into agency files.
FOIA requesters generally do not have to justify or explain their reasons for making requests – the “why” behind the request.
Proper FOIA Request

- Request for agency records submitted in writing.

- Request reasonably describes records requested.

- Request complies with agency’s regulations for making requests.
Receiving & Acknowledging Requests

- Receipt of the request starts the time clock.

- If the request will take longer than ten days to process, agency must assign an individual tracking number to the request.
Time Limits for Response

Tolling – Stopping the Clock

- The number of times the agency can toll the response time (stop the clock) is limited.

- Tolling can only occur if the request is properly made and the clock already started.
Time Limits for Response

Tolling – Limits

- Agencies can toll a request **one time** when waiting for requester to provide additional information.
Time Limits for Response

Tolling – Limits

➤ Agencies can toll a request as many times as necessary in order to clarify any fee-related issues with requester.

OIP Guidance: New Limitations on Tolling the FOIA’s Response Time (11/18/08)
Agencies must establish either “a telephone line or internet service” to provide status information to requesters.
Receiving & Acknowledging Requests

➢ Status information should include the date of receipt and an estimated date of completion.

OIP Guidance: Assigning Tracking Numbers and Providing Status Information (Original – 11/18/08; Updated Guidance 7/8/14)
Receiving & Acknowledging Requests

Routing Requirements

- Agencies have 10 days to “route/forward” *misdirected* requests to the proper office(s) *within* the agency.
Receiving & Acknowledging Requests

Routing Requirements

- Addresses the situation where a FOIA request is inadvertently sent to a FOIA office of an agency component that is not itself the proper office to process the particular request.
Receiving & Acknowledging Requests

Routing Requirements

- Receiving office has 10 days to route request to proper office.

OIP Guidance: New Requirement to Route Misdirected FOIA Requests (11/18/08)
Time Limits for Response

Basic

- 20 working days to respond.

- In “unusual circumstances” agency may extend time limit by giving written notice to requester.
Time Limits for Response

If time period is extended beyond 10 working days, agency must:

1. Provide requester with the opportunity to narrow scope of request,

2. Make its FOIA Public Liaison available, and

3. Notify the requester of the right to seek dispute resolution services from OGIS.
Time Limits for Response

Unusual Circumstances

➢ Search in separate offices.

➢ Examine voluminous records.

➢ Consultations with another agency or two or more agency components.
FOIA Fees

FOIA provides for the charging of certain fees:

- Search
- Review
- Duplication

- Depending on the category of the requester, some or all of these fees may apply.

FOIA also provides for a public interest waiver of fees if statutory criterion are met.
FOIA Fees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Search</th>
<th>Review</th>
<th>Duplication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Use</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions/Media</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Others</td>
<td>✓**</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* First 100 pages of duplication free of charge per request.

**The first two hours of search free of charge per request.
Limitations on Assessing Fees

With the passage of the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, when an agency fails to comply with any time limit for responding to a request, there are limitations on its ability to assess certain fees unless one of three exceptions are met.
Exception to the Fee Limitation

#1. “Exceptional circumstances”:

➢ If court determines that “exceptional circumstances exist,” the agency’s failure to comply with a time limit “shall be excused for the length of time provided by the court order.”
Exception to the Fee Limitation

#2. “Unusual Circumstances”:

- When “unusual circumstances” apply, and the agency has provided “timely written notice to the requester,” the delay is “excused for an additional 10 days.”
Exception to the Fee Limitation

#3. More then 5,000 pages:

- When timely written notice of unusual circumstances is provided to the requester; and
- “more than 5,000 pages are necessary to respond to the request,” and
- agency discussed with the requester via written mail, electronic mail, or telephone (or made not less than 3 good-faith attempts to do so) how the requester could effectively limit the scope of the request.
Guidance on Fee Limitations

Fee guidance from OIP is available at:

https://www.justice.gov/oip/oip-guidance/prohibition_on_assessing_certain_fees_when_foia_time_limits_not_met
Expedited Processing

Requesters may seek expedited processing of their request by the agency.

- FOIA establishes standards for expedited processing
- Agencies may also establish additional standards by regulation
Expedited Processing

Compelling Need

Statutory Standards:

- Imminent threat to the life or physical safety of an individual.

- Urgency to inform the public concerning actual/alleged Federal Government activity (with respect to a request made by a person primarily engaged in disseminating information).
Agencies have **10 calendar days** to decide whether to grant or deny requests for expedited processing.
Expedited Processing

Agencies must process requests that have been granted expedition as soon as practicable.
Expedited Processing

Standard of Review

Explain to requester in writing rationale for agency decision on expedited processing.

OIP Guidance: Ensuring Timely Determinations on Requests for Expedited Processing (12/23/14)
Initial Processing

- Multi-track processing
- Frequent communication with requester
- FOIA Requester Service Centers & FOIA Public Liaisons

OIP Guidance: The Importance of Good Communications with FOIA Requesters 2.0: Improving Both the Means and Content of Requester Communications (11/22/13)
Adequacy of Search

- Agency must conduct a reasonable search, one “reasonably calculated to uncover all relevant documents.”

- Agency must make reasonable efforts to search for records in multiple formats, including any electronic formats.
Search

- Identify potential locations for responsive records
- Issue search instructions
- Document record search (terms used, custodians and systems searched)
- Cut-off date for search
Record Collection
Search records systems (classified & unclassified) including, but not limited to:

- Offices
  - Emails
  - Paper files
  - Hard drives
- Databases
- Records in storage
Exemptions and Segregation

Agencies must identify exempt information and mark the appropriate exemption beside each redaction.
Reviewing the Documents

Exemptions and Segregation

- Department of Justice FOIA Guidelines emphasize agency obligation to segregate and apply foreseeable harm standard.
- 2016 amendments to the FOIA codify the foreseeable harm standard.

OIP Guidance: Segregating and Marking Documents for Release in Accordance with the OPEN Government Act (10/23/08)
Reviewing the Documents

Referral – Sending records to originating agency or component for direct response to the requester.

Consultation – Obtaining the opinion of another program office before responding to the requester.

Coordination – When records contain sensitive law enforcement or national security information, coordinate with equity holder prior to responding.

OIP Guidance: Referrals, Consultations, and Coordination: Procedures for Processing Records When Another Agency or Entity Has an Interest In Them (12/5/2011)
Responding to the Requester

- Agency must provide records in any form requested “if readily reproducible” in that form.

- Agencies are encouraged to make interim responses.
Responding to the Requester

➢ Certain information should generally appear in final response letters, including:

- Estimate of volume of responsive records being withheld (unless such an estimate is itself exempt)

- Brief description of all Exemptions asserted.
Additional Requirements

- Right to seek assistance from agency FOIA Public Liaison.

- If adverse determination:
  - Right to appeal within no less than 90 days, and
  - Right to seek dispute resolution services from FOIA Public Liaison or OGIS.
Administrative Appeals

The determination on appeal must notify the requester of the right to seek judicial review.

Appeal determination letters should also advise requesters of the mediation services offered by OGIS.
Judicial Review

The FOIA provides requesters with the right to challenge an agency’s decision in federal court.

Agencies have the burden of proof and must demonstrate to the court that no record has been improperly withheld.
Links to OIP Guidance


Links to OIP Guidance


Links to OIP Guidance

Good Communication with FOIA Requesters 2.0: http://www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foia-guidance-0

Good Communication with FOIA Requesters 1.0: http://www.justice.gov/oip/blog/foia-post-2010-oip-guidance-importance-good-communication-foia-requesters

Links to OIP Guidance


Prohibition Assessing Certain Fees When the FOIA’s Time Limits Are Not Met: https://www.justice.gov/oip/oip-guidance/prohibition_on_assessing_certain_fees_when_foia_time_limits_not_met
Questions?